
Babylonian Spiritualistic Mysteries: From Eden to Babylon 

1.  God’s / Elijah’s stand on Mr. Carmel  I Kings 18:21.  Neutrality in a religious crisis is grievous  

     crime and hostility against God.  Test. III p. 281    Ez. 33: 8,9 warn your fellow man 

2. Principles of temptation at Tree: a) Satan’s ground b) use of medium  c) parley with devil       

    d) mix error with truth     Good and Evil mix = superior 

3. Post flood:  Nimrod & Semiramis;  after deaths  =   Sum god & moon god:     Origin of 

     mythologies 

4. Tower of Babel symbol of rebellion against Creator God.  False story of creation originated  

     from—at language dispersion false creation story traversed the world and varied with Civil. 

5. False creation Story:  Cosmic dualistic force (good/evil) blended to ONENESS creating              

    COSMOS, EARTH, MAN.  All created has cosmic force permeating through in dualistic nature    

    good/evil; yang/yin; tamas/rajas; is Foundation of sun worship, astrology, paganism, nature  

    worship, paganism, pantheism 

6.  

    

7. Life’s origin from blend of good with evil.  Cosmos = macrocosm;   Man = microcosm  

8. Taoism’s symbol of origins 

     Chi=yang--yin 

9. The foundation of all non-biblical religious systems is:  ‘the conjunction of opposites in one 

form or another will explain life’s origin, purpose, and goal.’                     Two Be On, E. Steed 

 



10. Biblical principle is separation from evil; the counterfeit teaches blending with 

11. In the story of origins—a blending of opposites, it is taught that a great vibration/frequency  

      occurred at creation and the sound of “AUM”/“OM” occurred and that all created has its   

      own particular frequency/vibration.  ॐ                                                                     

12. Pagan creation story:   DUALISM came to ONENESS creating everything into a DUAL state.    

      Man’s trek in life is to bring his dual status back to oneness to opt out of reincarnation, gain  

      immortality, attain godhood, and eternal life in nirvana. 

13. Synonym names of the cosmic force:  life force, vitalism, universal energy, energy, chi,      

       prana, mana, orenda, universal mind, consciousness, logos, innate, one, animal magnetism,    

      The Force, Self, higher Self, Divine Self, higher power, presence, essence, creative principle,  

       God, I AM, etc. 

14. Cosmic force is proclaimed to flow through all substance in a balanced manner, when  

       slowed, obstructed, unbalanced etc., then in man physical disorder is said to occur.  

       Correcting flow of universal force then supposedly corrects disorder. 

15. “…We have here the evidence of a universal presence, an intelligent presence, of an  

     all-Wise presence, an all powerful presence, a  presence by the aid of which every  

     atom of the universe is kept in touch with every other atom.  This force that holds all  

     things together, that is everywhere  present, that thrills through-out  the whole universe,  

     that acts instantaneously through boundless space can be nothing else than God Himself.   

     What a wonderful thought that this same God is in us and in everything”.                   

                                                                                      John Kellogg M.D., G.C. Bulletin 1897 

16. --Already there are coming in among our people spiritualistic teachings that will undermine  

       the faith of those who give heed to them. The theory that God is an essence pervading all  

       nature, is one of Satan's most subtle devices. It misrepresents God, and is a dishonor to His  

      greatness and majesty.    EGW {Ev. 601.1}                                                                                                 

17.  “These theories, followed to their logical conclusion, sweep away the whole Christian  

        economy. They do away with the necessity for the Atonement and make man his own  

        savior.  These theories regarding God make his word of no effect”. MH p.428                                       

18. Energy distribution hypothesis:                                                                                                                      

                     Hindu:    breath—nose—channels (ida, pengala)—chakras- aura--Four subtle bodies                                         

                     Chinese: breath---nose---meridians---                                                                                                

19. Energy balancing: Hindu:  meditation, yoga, yoga exercise, visualization, chakra cleansing   

                                       Chinese---meditation, martial arts, acupuncture, tai chi, like vs. like;                                  
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